The ability to image the newborn brain during development has provided new information regarding the effects of injury on brain development at different vulnerable time periods. Studies in animal models of brain injury correlate beautifully with what is now observed in the human newborn. We now know that injury at term primarily results in grey matter injury while injury in the premature brain predominantly results in a pattern of white matter injury, though recent evidence suggests a blurring of this distinction . These injuries affect how the brain matures subsequently and again, imaging has led to new insights that allow us to match function and structure. This review will focus on these patterns of injury that are so crucially determined by age at insult. In addition, this review will highlight how the brain responds to these insults with changes in connectivity that have profound functional consequences.
Introduction
Over the last decade, advances in magnetic resonance imaging technology have provided an unprecedented view of the brain in critically ill newborns, revealing important insights into the age-dependent responses of the immature brain to injury. These observations build on the fundamental concept of selective vulnerability in the developing brain. Until recently, experimental observations suggested that patterns of histopathological injury result from the vulnerability of specific cell populations in specific developmental periods. In the preterm brain, early lineage oligodendroglia, such as the oligodendroglial precursors, are vulnerable to an ischemic insult that does not affect more mature oligodendrocytes. Subplate neurons, a transient mature population of neurons present in the immature brain, are uniquely vulnerable to excitotoxic and ischemic insults, whereas other neurons such as cortical projection neurons remain unaffected. In the term newborn brain, projection neurons in the striatum are sensitive to hypoxic ischemic injury, while interneurons such as those expressing neuronal nitric oxide synthase remain invulnerable to the insult. These selective cell vulnerabilities are reflected on pathological examination after a hypoxic ischemic insult, such that the preterm brain will have gliosis of the white matter while the term brain will have these destructive changes in deep grey nuclei such as the basal ganglia and thalamus (Figures 1 and 2 ). However, more recent experimental observations, and those made with advanced imaging in the newborn, have led to a blurring of the 'grey-white' (term-preterm) dichotomy: white matter injury is increasingly recognized in the term baby and injury to grey matter structures, such as the thalamus and cerebellum, are now being appreciated in the preterm brain. Furthermore, the mechanisms of vulnerability in the developing brain must be considered in the setting of normal brain development. This review will examine how the connectivity of selectively vulnerable cell populations and circuits in the developing brain shapes an expression of injury that can be visualized in vivo with brain imaging, ultimately determines the affected child's neurodevelopmental outcome.
Spectrum of functional consequences of neonatal brain injury
The functional consequences of early injury to the developing brain may involve multiple developmental domains: motor, cognition and behavior, vision and hearing. Functional motor deficits are often described as cerebral palsy, a non-progressive disorder of motor function or posture originating in early life. Disabilities in other developmental domains often co-occur with cerebral palsy and include sensorineural hearing loss, cortical blindness and, cognitive and learning difficulties [1] . These deficits are now recognized in some childhood survivors of perinatal hypoxicischemic brain injury even in the absence of cerebral palsy [2] . The incidence of disability and the pattern of neurodevelopmental deficits differ in preterm and term survivors of early hypoxic ischemic brain injury. For example, severe white matter injury in the premature newborn results in the clinical picture of spastic diplegia (a form of cerebral palsy affecting function in the legs more than the arms) and visual dysfunction, often accompanied by deficits in cognition and learning, whereas acute profound asphyxia in the term newborn often results in the clinical picture of spastic quadriparesis (a severe form of cerebral palsy affecting the arms, legs and lower cranial nerve function) and mental retardation. In addition to the major motor and cognitive disabilities that can be diagnosed in early childhood, a complete assessment of neurocognitive outcomes needs to consider domains that are more readily assessed as children develop to school age: learning (including writing, reading,
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